Ultrasonic welding defect signals are not processed, they are very difficult to identify the pattern of the defect, especially the TOFD welding defect signals are often mixed with noise and lead to confusion between grain noise and small flaws. It is very difficult to interpret the result defect and noise due to larger grain noise. This paper describes the comparative study of matlab simulation results of classic approach signal processing methodology and Split Spectrum Processing (SSP) with the Polarity Thresholding algorithm (PT) to the TOFD welding defect. A-scan signals are used to enhance SNR while suppressing the grain noise. The simulation results show that the welding defect TOFD signals after the SSP investigation are the best and produce the qualified output.
INTRODUCTION
For detection and characterization of defects, various signal processing techniques are already used. The detection method quality may be estimated by the signal to noise ratio receipt system output [2] [11] .Ultrasonic welding defect signals are nonlinear non-stationary signals [10] . In this paper structure, the signals are processed by conventional approach of signal processing methodology and compare the results to the Split spectrum processing which process the ultrasonic pulse echo system to identify the flaw echo from the ultrasonic noisy pulse signal [1] .
Literature survey does not indicate specific work in the area of suppressing noise (SNR Enhancement) of welding defect TOFD signals using split spectrum processing technique. The SSP technique for TOFD welding defect signals with polarity thresholding algorithm which will produce effective SNR enhancement and clear waveforms namely lateral wave, defect diffracted wave and back-wall echo. If the signal is noise free, the defects are easily characterized [9] . Typical pattern of waves involved in TOFD technique is lateral wave, diffracted waves and back-wall echo [3] [6] .In Conventional filtering method, the noise component of the signal should be identified and given as input to this method so that we can get a qualified output. For the stationary signal, which don't vary much over time, classical approach of filtering network is suitable for suppressing noise. In this research we compare the SSP technique and classical approach of filtering technique for non-linear non-stationary TOFD welding defect signals. 
Experimental Setup:

Split Spectrum Processing Technique:
The SSP technique splits the spectrum of the received TOFD testing signal into different overlapping frequency bands by means of equally spaced band pass filters mentioned in fig2. The sub-band signals are then processed by applying a non-linear selection technique that retains signal information only when there is a strong correlation among most of the sub-bands at a given time instant. After getting the time domain signal Gn (t), we applied the polarity thresholding algorithm. In PT algorithm, when the flaw signal is present, the corresponding SSP data has same polarity, such that the flaw signal dominates the grain noise at least locally. 
Simulation Results
SNR Enhancement
All the 330 signals were taken from AISI steel plates having dimension 260/260/25mm. The results are shown for the signal named as LF-01. Fig 3(a) shows typical welding defect A-scan signal which possess the information lateral wave, defect diffracted wave and back-wall echo. TOFD welding flaw signal embed with highly scattering grain noise. The magnified version of high frequency component (due to scattering) present in the signal shown in fig 3(b) . When the signals are processed by classical approach of filtering, the noise component due to scattering cannot be removed completely. Using conventional filtering approach the noise is removed in TOFD welding defect signals is shown in fig 4. Whilst all high frequency components are filtered, the signal doesn't give any qualified information about flaw. The TOFD welding defect signal is applied to SSP filtering network and its output is shown in fig6, where we can easily identify the defect location and backwall echo of the signal. Fig5 shows the signal which is mixed with white Gaussian noise. Instead, for obtaining a qualified output we use SSP technique which is shown in fig6. Finally, table 1 gives the SNR enhancement data of 9 randomly selected signals from original batch of 330 signals. 
Conclusion
In signal processing technique, time-frequency representation is the best procedure [5] . SSP is one of the techniques which will give information about the frequency component present in the signal and time representation of the signal [7] . 
Scope for future
If the signals are processed we can easily identify defect location.
If we able to identify the back-wall echo, we can clearly identify multiple flaws present in the signal. Using these techniques we can identify the quality of welding effectively and also we can avoid the structural accidents caused in nuclear power plant components and other industries.
